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Abstract

A Secure Message Broker in an Untrusted Environment

by

Dylan Dreyer

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences
University of California, Berkeley
Professor David E. Culler, Chair

Publish/subscribe (pub/sub) is increasingly becoming a common communication paradigm in large-scale applications due to its flexibility and scalability. However, a common problem that has garnered a lot of research attention is how to secure these pub/sub systems as well as the data they handle. Especially of concern is the security risks when deploying pub/sub message routers in untrusted environments like the cloud. This thesis provides a brief discussion on current secure pub/sub systems and related technologies. We present an overview of a secure message broker as part of a pub/sub system that utilizes a state-of-the-art authorization system, an in-band key sharing mechanism, and trusted hardware execution environments to provide secure authorization and message confidentiality. We evaluate our system and show that the overhead of our added security mechanisms is negligible.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A communication paradigm known as publish/subscribe (commonly referred to as pub/sub) is becoming increasingly prevalent in large scale systems, as witnessed by the number of working pub/sub implementations generally available and in use [16, 27, 42, 54]. Popular big data messaging systems such as Kafka [33] and RabbitMQ [47] feature pub/sub functionality as well. The pub/sub paradigm features subscribers acting as consumers of data that publishers produce. However, the interaction between publishers and subscribers is decoupled in space, time, and synchronization through what Eugster et al. call an “event service” intermediary [21]. Less formally, pub/sub allows publishers and subscribers to make one connection to a central communication service instead of several individual point-to-point connections. By avoiding point-to-point communication, pub/sub greatly increases the scalability of large-scale applications and makes the paradigm very well suited for today’s decoupled and distributed micro-service and cloud-based architectures.

Because these pub/sub systems are frequently handling sensitive data and deployed in untrusted domains such as the cloud, privacy of data and the underlying pub/sub system is of utmost concern. Data breaches are a risk in the cloud-based landscape today, and solutions to better secure data are eagerly sought after [15]. Furthermore, enterprises want to keep their data safe from other outside risks such as subpoenas [26] and insider attacks [20]. In general, two main approaches have been utilized to secure pub/sub: cryptographic techniques and trusted hardware execution environments.

Specific motivation for this work stems from the XBOS (eXtensible Building Operating System) project in the BETS (Building, Energy, and Transportation Systems) lab at UC Berkeley [23]. XBOS is a large-scale distributed operating system for smart buildings that aims to create a software-defined building infrastructure. XBOS is comprised of a collection of distributed services which are connected by a secure message bus, as can be seen in Figure 1.1. These services can range from embedded IoT (Internet of Things) devices to databases to machine learning models.
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XBOS requires a scalable, robust, and secure communication (syndication) layer to transmit data that end services produce and consume. A secure pub/sub system is the natural fit for these requirements. Aside from protecting sensitive messages in the system, this syndication layer should also provide authentication and authorization along with necessary security in a built environment. The artifact that XBOS uses for pub/sub communication is WAVEMQ [2], a topic-based pub/sub system built over a decentralized authorization system called WAVE (Wide Area Verified Exchange) [3]. A more detailed overview of WAVE and WAVEMQ is provided in §2.3 and §2.4 respectively. WAVEMQ is well suited as a pub/sub system for XBOS because it provides secure authorization and end-to-end message encryption. As can be seen in Figure 1.1, WAVEMQ consists mainly of routers (site and designated) and services (end users). Crucial to the security of WAVEMQ is the security of the authorization layer, WAVE. However, WAVEMQ’s current design does not fully protect WAVE when designated routers are operated in untrusted environments such as the cloud.

1.2 Problem Statement

In this work, we are specifically concerned with preserving the confidentiality of WAVE when a WAVEMQ designated router is deployed in untrusted environments such as the cloud. In WAVEMQ, all messages are accompanied by a WAVE proof which enumerates the permissions associated with the message. For example, the proof might confirm that a given message publisher indeed has “publish” permissions on some given topic being published to. To prevent malicious publishers in the system from flooding subscribers with invalid messages and to reduce the overhead of verifying WAVE proofs at the end users, WAVEMQ routers act as message brokers by examining the contents of the proof and verifying its validity. However, this proof reveals lots of sensitive information about the permissions it enumerates and also information about the underlying WAVE authorization layer (see §2.3 for more details on this). The confidentiality of WAVE permissions is at risk if these proofs are handled by a compromised router, as an attacker that gains access to a plaintext WAVE proof can view sensitive user data and permissions. Thus, the overarching problem that we consider in this work is keeping WAVE permissions and data confidential and secure in all environments.

Two main sub-problems arise from this scenario. The first is protecting the confidentiality of WAVE proofs when being handled in untrusted environments. The second is protecting the confidentiality of WAVE proofs during decryption and validation on a WAVEMQ designated router. Our goal is to provide additions to WAVEMQ that alleviate these problems.

1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:
Figure 1.1: Diagram of an example XBOS system with WAVEMQ operating as the data bus [2, 22]
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1. We analyze previous secure pub/sub systems in the literature and compare these works to our own.

2. We present a secure message broker and encryption mechanism for a pub/sub scheme, WAVEMQ, that protects the confidentiality of the underlying authorization system, WAVE, and features an in-band key sharing mechanism.

3. We evaluate our system and show that it introduces negligible overhead.

To address the problems in WAVEMQ’s current design, we propose two major additions. First, we look at how to incorporate hardware enclaves into WAVEMQ designated routers to protect WAVE proofs during validation. Second, we look at how to protect the confidentiality of WAVE proofs when being handled in WAVEMQ through an encryption scheme leveraging WAVE itself. Opposed to many other secure pub/sub encryption schemes, our scheme allows publishers, subscribers, and routers to learn the keys needed to encrypt and decrypt WAVE proofs without an out-of-band channel. We call WAVEMQ with these additions Secure WAVEMQ.

We also discuss what constitutes our trusted compute base (TCB)\(^1\), what components of our secure message broker run inside of an enclave, and how our secure message broker integrates into Secure WAVEMQ. Finally, we provide an evaluation of our implementation of Secure WAVEMQ.

1.4 Paper Overview

The paper is outlined as follows. Chapter 2 covers background on the core components that make up our system, including hardware enclaves, identity-based encryption, WAVE, and WAVEMQ. Chapter 3 provides an overview of related work on secure pub/sub and SGX-based cloud systems. In chapter 4, we give an overview of the design of our system, Secure WAVEMQ. In chapter 5, we look at several evaluations of our implementation, and we conclude with a summary of our work as well as directions for future research in chapter 6.

\(^1\)The trusted compute base of a computer system is the set of components that are assumed to be running securely and if compromised could directly affect the security of the system.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Hardware Enclaves

Compute devices are ubiquitous in everyday life [39]. From the cloud to the Internet of Things, more and more compute devices are sensing, processing, and transmitting sensitive data in various domains. Typically in computer systems, data integrity is enforced by operating system isolation between applications. Furthermore, by owning and operating their own hardware, users can assert another level of security over their data. However, today’s large scale applications running in datacenters handle lots of sensitive information on hardware that is under the control of external entities, such as cloud providers. These untrusted environments are a privacy hazard to sensitive user data, as untrusted hardware could be under the control of malicious entities. Hardware enclaves are an emerging technology that provide a trusted execution environment in the face of compromised system software or even a malicious operating system, essentially allowing an application to be shielded while running. Most existing enclave technology has come about from proprietary projects like ARM TrustZone [49], HyperWall [56], and Intel SGX [40]. Similarly, Apple now incorporates several secure enclaves into their iOS and mobile hardware architectures [5]. However, the open source community has recently started to develop hardware enclave technology as well [30]. In this paper, we focus on Intel SGX because of the widespread use of Intel processors in common cloud infrastructures and existing support for application development.

Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX)

Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel SGX) are a set of special instructions built into newer Intel processors that provide a trusted execution environment for applications [17, 40]. These instructions allow for a secure execution environment (called an enclave) to be instantiated and run in an Intel processor. Specifically, Intel SGX enclaves maintain confidentiality and integrity of application data and code by executing in a special processor mode that performs integrity checks on memory and code and uses a memory encryption engine to encrypt all data stored in memory. It prevents the application from switching privilege levels in case of a
malicious OS; any system call, interrupt, or fault that occurs during enclave code execution can only be serviced after the processor executes a special enclave exit procedure that securely saves the state of the enclave in enclave memory. Intel SGX also supports detection of code manipulation attacks, isolation between separate enclave instances, and replay prevention. These safeguards prevent a running application in an enclave from being tampered with or disrupted. The root of cryptographic trust in Intel SGX stems from two hardware-infused keys that are provisioned at manufacture time, a “Root Provisioning Key” and a “Root Sealing Key”. From these two keys, an Intel SGX-enabled processor derives several other keys that are used for many different purposes such as memory encryption, data sealing, enclave signing, and remote attestation.

Due to these constraints, any application running in an enclave must adhere to strict conventions. The enclave must be instantiated successfully and checked by the processor before any application code is run. Interfaces for entering (ecall) and exiting (ocall) the enclave must be strictly defined by the developer. Code running in the enclave that needs to make a system call or other such invocation of untrusted code must make an ocall to have this code run outside of the enclave. Once completed, an ecall can be made to the enclave to resume execution. Upon completion of the program, the enclave is destroyed through a teardown procedure.

Though several side channel vulnerabilities have been discovered in Intel SGX ([11, 13, 35, 59], and most notably Meltdown [38] and Spectre [32]), we still view it as a promising technology that enhances the security of computing on sensitive data in untrusted environments.

Sealing

To protect the privacy of data stored on an untrusted machine, Intel SGX enclaves provide a functionality called sealing. This allows Intel SGX enclaves to store (“seal”) sensitive enclave data in untrusted memory of host machines by encrypting the data with a sealing key protected in the processor. Enclaves can then retrieve (“unseal”) this data at a later time (i.e. upon startup) and decrypt it for use. This is especially useful for storing sensitive data that should persist even if the enclave is shut down or stops operation for any reason.

Remote Attestation

Another feature of importance in Intel SGX is remote attestation [41]. This is the process of an enclave proving to a remote party that it is running a specific version of code. To do so, a particular running enclave produces a signed measurement (also called a quote) of the code it is running and delivers it to the remote party. The remote party can then verify the quote’s authenticity and integrity. This quote contains sensitive information that could be used by an attacker to feign the operation of an enclave. Thus, this delivery procedure involves several steps of communication between the enclave and the remote party to instantiate a secure channel to transmit the sensitive quote. A remote party can ensure through remote
attestation that the enclave it is communicating with is indeed running a specific version of code. This is especially important when provisioning secrets to an enclave that will be handling sensitive data i.e. handing over a secret key to an enclave such that it can decrypt sensitive data.

The primary method of Intel SGX remote attestation uses what is called Intel Enhanced Privacy Identifier (EPID). Figure 2.1 shows a general overview of this EPID-based remote attestation procedure. A quoting enclave running on the same machine as the enclave signs an enclave measurement to form a quote with an EPID key. This key, derived from one of the hardware infused root keys, creates an EPID-based signature, which is a group signature scheme based off of Direct Anonymous Attestation technology \[12\] that does not uniquely identify the platform. The EPID-based signature requires the remote party to communicate with Intel Attestation Services (IAS) servers to retrieve a group public key to verify that the signature was indeed created by an Intel-manufactured processor and that the signature has not been revoked for any reason \[29\].

However, due to demand from Intel SGX users wanting to host their own attestation infrastructure and not rely on IAS, Intel has recently been developing another mechanism for remote attestation via the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) \[50\]. ECDSA-based remote attestation allows for a remote party to produce their own verifiable quotes and thus not need to communicate with IAS. Though we use EPID-based remote attestation in our system, it could be useful to investigate in the future if ECDSA-based remote attestation could be implemented in Secure WAVEMQ.
Table 2.1: Comparison of Intel SGX development tools and frameworks. TCB Size is measured in a relative manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>TCB Size</th>
<th>Languages Supported</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDK</td>
<td>Intel SGX SDK</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framework</td>
<td>Asylo</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Container</td>
<td>SCONE</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Python, Java, C/C++, Golang, Node, Rust, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Panoply</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Python, Java, C/C++, R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haven</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intel SGX Development

As a result of our work, we have gained familiarity with many current Intel SGX development tools and frameworks. From our experience, we have found that because Intel SGX is a fairly new technology, many frameworks available to developers are either limited in functionality and/or language support or early in development. Furthermore, new frameworks are constantly appearing, making the development landscape hard to navigate. We want to specifically point out that lack of support for popular languages hinders application development. In the rest of this section and in Table 2.1, we summarize our experiences and findings when developing applications for Intel SGX.

Intel provides an Intel SGX SDK in C/C++ which includes all of the primitives needed to develop enclave applications [28]. However, this low level SDK does not provide higher level abstractions that could be useful to the casual developer and thus increases the overhead of developing for Intel SGX.

There have been some recent projects that support the same powerful primitives that the Intel SGX SDK contains while providing better abstractions and APIs for the developer. The main project in this realm is Asylo [24], an open source project from Google which provides a higher-level and more flexible C/C++ abstraction for general, platform-agnostic enclave development. Google has also recently released a similar higher-level abstraction for platform-agnostic remote attestation [25].

Another direction that has been explored for Intel SGX development is secure containers. There have been several works that utilize Intel SGX to protect container processes by leveraging different points in the design space. This design space revolves around what system functionality should be included inside of an enclave to enable secure, containerized Linux processes. The works that we encountered were SCONE [7], Graphene [58], Panoply [55], and Haven [9]. In terms of TCB size and functionality inside of the enclave, Panoply and SCONE target a middle ground that provides an interface to bridge between the SGX C/C++ API and an untrusted operating system. On another hand, Haven and Graphene feature a full library operating system running inside an enclave that can support full application functionality.

Finally, open source enclave technology, such as the Keystone project [30], is starting to
appear. The aim is to build an open source hardware enclave, however the technology is in very early stages of development.

We choose to use the Intel SGX SDK for our implementation of Secure WAVEMQ because of its flexibility and support for the functionality we desire. However, we believe it could be a barrier to entry for the casual developer and look forward to the further advancement of developer-friendly tools for Intel SGX. We are encouraged by the growth of the Intel SGX community to date and excited for the prospect of more advanced SGX tools and frameworks that will make SGX development more accessible in the future.

### 2.2 Identity-Based Encryption

In Secure WAVEMQ, we use an encryption scheme also employed in WAVE called Identity-Based Encryption (IBE). Originally proposed in 1984 by Shamir [53], IBE is a form of public/private key cryptography based on allowing the public key of the recipient to be any arbitrary string. The original motivation for this was to allow for two communicating parties to discover public keys without a certificate authority in an email system. The classic IBE example involves two users, Alice and Bob. Alice wants to send a message to Bob so she simply encrypts the message under Bob’s email address (e.g. "bob@company.com"). Bob must contact a third party, a Private Key Generator (PKG), to obtain the private key corresponding to the public key Alice used to encrypt the message. Bob can then decrypt the message and follow the same procedure in reverse to send encrypted messages to Alice. Though this scheme is beneficial in the sense that the two communicating parties never have to exchange public keys, it also suffers from an inherent problem known as key escrow, where a third party (the PKG) knows users’ private keys.

Specifically, WAVE uses a special form of IBE encryption called LQ-IBE [37]. Similar to many other IBE schemes, LQ-IBE involves a pair of keys: a master public key and public ID (any string of bytes) paired with a specific private key for that ID. However, opposed to a more general IBE scheme [10], LQ-IBE is a hybrid encryption scheme\(^1\) that is more efficient because it weakens the expensive public key encryption yet still ensures strong ciphertext security properties when combined with so-called “IND-CCA2”\(^2\) secure symmetric key encryption schemes. We leverage LQ-IBE through WAVE to encrypt proofs in Secure WAVEMQ. We describe LQ-IBE’s use in WAVE in §2.3 and LQ-IBE’s use in Secure WAVEMQ in §4.4.

---

\(^1\)A hybrid encryption scheme typically combines public key (asymmetric) encryption and symmetric key encryption to leverage the efficiency of symmetric key encryption while maintaining the convenience of public key encryption. This is commonly used in practice because public key encryption generally has much higher overhead than symmetric key encryption.

\(^2\)IND-CCA2 (indistinguishability under adaptive chosen ciphertext attack) is a term that describes the highest level of ciphertext security.
Figure 2.2: This is an example WAVE Delegation of Trust (DoT) graph [4]. The arrows represent attestations that have been issued in the WAVE system. From the viewpoint of the perspective entity, only attestations that lie along a path that ends at the perspective entity can be discovered. This is called the perspective sub-graph. The perspective entity can use these attestations to form proof of permissions.

2.3 WAVE

Wide Area Verified Exchange (WAVE) [3] is an authorization engine that provides secure access control. However, what separates WAVE from other authorization systems is that it is a fully autonomous, decentralized access control system which is built around allowing users to express and enforce access control securely without relying on a third party. WAVE permissions are cryptographically secured and are self-discoverable through an untrusted scalable storage backend while also allowing for revocation without a centralized server. WAVE is in essence a secure authorization framework with no central point of trust, and we leverage several of its desirable properties in our work.

WAVE revolves around entities, attestations, and proofs. Entities are users participating in the WAVE system and are represented by the figure-like objects in Figure 2.2. These entities can interact with one another by delegating permissions via attestations. An attestation is essentially a certificate granting permissions from one entity to another, and is represented by the arrows in Figure 2.2. Attestations form a graph structure, called a Delegation of Trust (DoT) graph, that indicate what permissions have been granted among entities in the WAVE system. Finally, entities can generate WAVE proofs to prove indisputably that they have received some permissions from another entity. In broad terms, a proof contains the attestations along the path from the entity who granted permissions to the entity trying to prove it has permissions. This path of attestations can be checked by any other entity participating in the WAVE system to ensure that the required permissions were indeed granted and valid.
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Key Features of WAVE

WAVE is utilized as the underlying authorization and authentication layer for our Secure WAVEMQ pub/sub system. We list and describe particularly relevant features of WAVE from the perspective of Secure WAVEMQ in this section.

1. **Secure permissions**: Permissions are granted in WAVE through attestations. The actual permission policy in the attestation is encrypted under a special type of IBE scheme, WKD-IBE \[1\]. Each WAVE entity maintains its own WKD-IBE system instead of having a global PKG for the whole WAVE system, and encrypts permissions under the WKD-IBE public key and ID of the receiving entity’s WKD-IBE system. A third party, malicious or not, cannot glean any information about permissions in WAVE by looking at arbitrary attestations because they are encrypted. Thus, the owner of a WAVEMQ topic can be assured that granting “publish” or “subscribe” permissions on the topic is secured.

2. **Delegation and revocation of permissions**: WAVE allows for transitive delegation of permissions. Users can re-delegate any subset of permissions as well as specify expiry policies for these permissions. WKD-IBE allows for fine-grained, hierarchical delegation of permissions through regex. WAVE allows for fine-grained control over permission revocation as well. Finally, there are no ordering or timing constraints on these permissions i.e. if one delegation of a permission expires, other delegations of that permission are unaffected. Granting of permissions can be asynchronous due to the fact that users can encrypt permissions under WKD-IBE public keys before the corresponding private keys even exists, and there is no need for an out-of-band communication channel to exchange keys.

3. **Offline participants and discoverability**: WAVE functions even when users are offline. The system allows for users to discover permissions granted to them at any time by listening for new attestations that add to their perspective DoT subgraph. Users can form proofs through a process that WAVE calls reverse-discoverable encryption and is made possible by how attestations are constructed in WAVE. Though we do not go in depth on how these attestations are constructed, one component of the attestation that is notable for our work is that it contains an IBE private key (separate from WKD-IBE) corresponding to the attestation issuer’s IBE public key and ID set as the issuer’s hash. This key is encrypted under a direct decryption key of the subject of the attestation, which allows any subject that has received permissions from an issuer to get access to this IBE private key. We will utilize this in Secure WAVEMQ as a key sharing mechanism.

4. **End to end encryption**: The actual permission policies that are contained in WAVE attestations are encrypted using WKD-IBE. This same mechanism can be used to encrypt arbitrary data, and we can employ this in WAVEMQ to secure user data end-to-end. Thus, WAVE provides not just secure authorization but also message content
security in WAVEMQ. For users, this allows for *self-enforced authorization*, as they can give (through attestations) as many or as few individuals the ability to decrypt their own data.

### 2.4 WAVEMQ

WAVEMQ [2] is a topic-based pub/sub system that utilizes WAVE in order to provide authorization and message security. It can be deployed in systems such as XBOS (see §1.1), but also can be extended to any general pub/sub use case. As pictured in Figure 2.3, WAVEMQ features a tiered architecture with persistence in message queues in the face of an unreliable network. WAVEMQ also provides built in transport layer security and end-to-end encryption of message data. A message router called the “designated router”, usually located in the cloud, routes messages between sites. The main components at these sites are publishers/subscribers (services) which are serviced by locally deployed site routers. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the “publish” and “subscribe” functionality that WAVEMQ provides users, although WAVEMQ does also provide “query” functionality by utilizing local message queues on site routers and persisting messages to disk on the designated router.
Chapter 3

Related Work

We group related cloud-based pub/sub systems to our work under two main categories: hardware-centric and non hardware-centric approaches. We briefly give an overview of non hardware-centric works in §3.1, but focus on Intel SGX-based hardware-centric approaches in §3.2 and §3.4. The hardware-centric subcategories we focus on are SGX-based pub/sub systems and other cloud-based SGX systems including secure middleboxes. Table 3.1 presents a high level overview of a few important related systems to Secure WAVEMQ. Finally, §3.3 covers previous work on key sharing mechanisms in pub/sub schemes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Key sharing</th>
<th>Data E2EE</th>
<th>Confidential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCBR [46]</td>
<td>content-based</td>
<td>out-of-band</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubSub-SGX [6]</td>
<td>content-based</td>
<td>out-of-band</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HyShare [43]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>in-band</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure WAVEMQ</td>
<td>topic-based</td>
<td>in-band</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No\textsuperscript{1}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Comparison of related works to Secure WAVEMQ.

3.1 Secure Pub/Sub Systems

Secure pub/sub has become a popular area of research, where several techniques have been proposed covering both software-based and hardware-based solutions [45]. These works mainly concern data security and pub/sub confidentiality. Software-based techniques mostly revolve around various encryption schemes (symmetric, asymmetric, homomorphic, attribute-based, and more) [14, 18, 36, 44]. However, all of these schemes share similar weaknesses; they are either limited in functionality or require a globally trusted key sharing mechanism. In the rest of this section, we focus on works that utilize a hardware-centric approach to secure pub/sub and support broad functionality, similar to our work.

\textsuperscript{1}We believe that a confidential WAVEMQ system is possible with further work. See §6.1.
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3.2 SGX-Based Pub/Sub Systems

There are a couple existing SGX-based pub/sub systems that employ content-based routing. Pires et al. [46] propose a scheme with a cloud-based router that filters and routes messages based on a header, which is similar in design to our work. Their system, Secure Content-Based Routing (SCBR), requires a potential subscriber to contact a publisher directly to verify their subscription. The publisher then encrypts this subscription with a symmetric key shared beforehand with the cloud-based message router. The router decrypts and stores this message inside an index in the enclave such that when the publisher publishes a message, it can look up this subscription securely. SCBR does provide pub/sub confidentiality, but it requires out-of-band communication for its several key sharing steps. Pires et al. do not elaborate on how this key sharing mechanism would work, deeming it out of scope. We believe that the built-in key sharing mechanism in our system make it better suited for deployment in the real world.

Another SGX-based content-based routing system, PubSub-SGX [6], expands on the capabilities of SCBR by presenting a two-stage system architecture. PubSub-SGX adds a load balancer stage which load balances subscriptions across a set of SGX-enabled message brokers. Thus, the entire subscription space is split relatively evenly across many message brokers, allowing for parallelization and scalability. However, it does not provide secure authorization and end-to-end encryption of data.

3.3 Pub/Sub Key Sharing Mechanisms

As we have noted, a common weakness in many secure pub/sub systems is the lack of a practical key sharing mechanism to allow users to communicate securely end-to-end. In response to this, there has been some recent works specifically on key sharing schemes for pub/sub [60]. One in particular, HyShare [43], utilizes Shamir secret sharing [52] and Intel SGX enclaves to securely disseminate secrets between publisher and subscriber. However, this scheme requires some brokers in the system to be honest and uses SGX enclaves for disseminating secrets, not for message routing.

3.4 Other SGX-based Systems

Another type of system that also utilizes a message router in the cloud similar to pub/sub is network middleboxes. Duan et al. present a system called LightBox [19], which guarantees full-stack protection at native speeds inside of Intel SGX enclaves. Other works in the space include ShieldBox [57] and SafeBricks [48]. These systems use Intel SGX to build secure message brokers, but do not include the pub/sub functionality that we desire.

Intel SGX has also been used in anonymous networking schemes such as Tor [31] and in large scale systems for distributed computing [51, 61]. However, these systems also lack pub/sub functionality and practical key sharing mechanisms.
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System Overview

Secure WAVEMQ involves two major additions to baseline WAVEMQ. Secure WAVEMQ incorporates a hardware enclave into the WAVEMQ designated router that can verify WAVE proofs. To further ensure the confidentiality of WAVE proofs when being handled untrusted environments, Secure WAVEMQ also features a proof encryption scheme leveraging WAVE. We describe both of these additions and how they integrate into WAVEMQ in this section.

4.1 Threat Model

We formalize the threat model for Secure WAVEMQ here:

- We assume that end services (publishers and subscribers) and site routers are not compromised by any attacker, as they are assumed to be running on hardware under the control of a WAVEMQ user.

- The designated router is assumed to be running in an unreliable hardware environment such as the cloud. We assume a strong malicious attacker that could have fully compromised the designated router and could have physical access to the hardware itself. More specifically, we assume an adversary who potentially has superuser/root access to the system as well as access to the OS, kernel, hypervisor and/or other system software. This adversary could also potentially view and modify memory, the file system, system code, and/or network traffic.

- We assume that Intel SGX fully protects the code and data in an enclave and that remote attestation establishes a secure channel. As a result, we deem all side channel attacks on Intel SGX (such as the ones discussed in §2.1) out of scope for this work.

- We assume that WAVEMQ already implements transport layer security that protects against any network attacks.
4.2 Security Guarantees

The main security guarantee that Secure WAVEMQ provides on top of baseline WAVEMQ is that it guarantees the confidentiality of WAVE proofs on the WAVEMQ designated router. Specifically, Secure WAVEMQ guarantees that WAVE proofs attached to messages in WAVEMQ remain confidential on the designated router during handling (through encryption) and during decryption/verification (through hardware enclaves). Overall, this guarantees that the designated router will not leak any information about permissions in the Secure WAVEMQ system and thus ensure the security of the underlying authorization system, WAVE.

4.3 Secure Message Broker

We added several components to the WAVEMQ designated router to form the secure message broker of Secure WAVEMQ. We first implemented a WAVE proof verification library in C/C++. This library includes some third-party cryptographic libraries and auto generated ASN.1 C/C++ code\(^1\). We then needed to modify this proof verification library such that it

\(^1\)WAVE objects are defined in ASN.1 (Abstract Syntax Notation One) notation, a standard descriptive language for serializing and deserializing objects across platforms. Our library contains auto generated code
could be compatible with Intel SGX, including changes to some of the auto generated ASN.1 C/C++ code such that it avoids using syscalls. We wrapped this modified proof verification library with an outer Intel SGX library to allow for proof verification to be done in an enclave. Finally, we incorporated an LQ-IBE library \[34\] into our Intel SGX library to support proof decryption inside of an enclave. This whole Intel SGX proof verification library runs on the Secure WAVEMQ designated router. Figure 4.1 shows the various components of our secure message broker.

4.4 Proof Encryption Scheme

We provide an overview of our proof encryption scheme that utilizes WAVE to ensure proof confidentiality and support in-band key sharing.

The WAVE mechanism we take advantage of is the sharing of IBE private keys through WAVE attestations. Once granted permissions in WAVEMQ from a namespace, a user has access to the IBE private corresponding to the namespace’s IBE public key and ID that is set to the namespace’s hash. Thus, a publisher, when publishing a message, can encrypt the accompanying proof with the IBE public key of the receiving namespace with the ID set as the public hash of the namespace. This encrypted proof can be decrypted by any subscriber that has been granted “subscribe” permissions in the namespace, as they will be possession of the corresponding IBE private key. This fits perfectly in Secure WAVEMQ, since any subscriber who has been granted “subscribe” permissions should also have the ability to view message proofs to verify them. WAVE’s IBE key sharing mechanism ensures that the IBE private key will only be shared with entities who should be allowed to be in possession of it. The only way this key could be compromised is if an entity leaked the IBE private key or they themselves got compromised. Furthermore, any curious user participating in the system that has been granted permissions in a namespace would not be able to view any

\[\text{Figure 4.2: Overview of how a namespace’s private and public IBE keys are shared.}\]
other proofs other than ones explicitly routed to it unless it compromised one of the other components of the system. Our threat model makes no such probabilistic assumption.

We implemented this proof encryption scheme by adding RPC calls to WAVE that allow WAVEMQ users to encrypt and decrypt proofs under a corresponding namespace. To allow the enclave running on the designated router to decrypt proofs and validate them, the namespace’s IBE private key must be delivered to the enclave in a secure manner. This is achieved through a remote attestation procedure which we implemented and is described more in detail in the following section, §4.5.

All parties that need to verify a proof sent in WAVEMQ (publishers, subscribers, and brokers) are able to obtain the decryption key to do so via an in-band channel. A summary of how keys are shared can be seen in Figure 4.2. We argue that WAVEMQ’s in-band key sharing mechanism utilizing WAVE separates our system from similar ones such as [46].

### 4.5 Secure WAVEMQ

Secure WAVEMQ builds upon baseline WAVEMQ and consists of several major components that all interact with one another. These components are one or more publishers, one or more subscribers, one or more namespaces, one or more site routers, a designated router with an Intel SGX enclave running on it, and a WAVE system. At a high level, the interaction of these components can be summarized as follows:

1. Namespaces give out publish/subscribe permissions on namespace topics (also known through WAVE as universal resource identifiers (URIs)).

2. Publishers publish messages to namespace topics.

3. Subscribers subscribe to namespace topics.

4. Site routers serve publisher and subscriber requests via RPCs and route traffic to and from the designated router.

5. The designated router routes traffic between site routers.

In this section, we discuss how we incorporate our two main additions, a secure message broker and proof encryption, into baseline WAVEMQ to form Secure WAVEMQ. Because site routers act at the behalf of publishers and subscribers and are assumed to be trusted, we do not mention them specifically in the rest of this chapter. We assume that they act as one with publishers and subscribers.

### Designated Router Provisioning

The core feature of Secure WAVEMQ, a designated router with a running enclave, must be deployed and provisioned with the IBE decryption key before it can be operational. This
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Figure 4.3: Overview of provisioning a Secure WAVEMQ designated router.

The process is outlined in Figure 4.3. This is done via the EPID-based remote attestation procedure described in §2.1 between a namespace and the enclave that is validating messages on the designated router for the namespace. This is consequently followed by the enclave securely storing the received key on the designated router using the sealing procedure described in §2.1. This only needs to be done once per namespace, because the enclave can unseal the provisioned key if it crashes for any reason on restart. Note that the enclave only needs an IBE key from each namespace, not from each publisher and subscriber, which greatly reduces the number of keys that the enclave needs to manage.

After the designated router is provisioned, the namespace can delegate “publish” and “subscribe” permissions on namespace topics via WAVE and the designated router can start routing messages accordingly.

Subscribe

A basic subscribe procedure as seen in Figure 4.4 is as follows:

1. A subscriber obtains “subscribe” permissions to a topic from the namespace.
2. The subscriber sends a subscription request that also contains a proof of “subscribe” permissions. In Secure WAVEMQ, this proof is encrypted with the IBE public key and ID of the namespace.
3. The designated router receives the subscribe request and accompanying proof. In Secure WAVEMQ, the proof is decrypted with the provisioned IBE private key of the namespace and verified to validate the subscribe request inside of the enclave. Proof decryption and verification inside of an enclave on the designated router protects the confidentiality of user permissions that baseline WAVEMQ does not.
4. The designated router registers this valid subscription request and allocates the appropriate resources to serve the subscriber.

**Publish**

A basic publish procedure as seen in Figure 4.5 is as follows:
1. A publisher obtains “publish” permissions to a topic from the namespace.

2. The publisher publishes a message on this topic, encrypting the message contents with WAVE end-to-end encryption such that only the subscribers can decrypt the contents. In Secure WAVEMQ, along with the message, the publisher encrypts the accompanying WAVE proof of “publish” permissions with the IBE public key and ID of the namespace.

3. The designated router receives the publish message and accompanying proof. In Secure WAVEMQ, the proof is decrypted with the provisioned IBE public key of the namespace and verified to validate the publish message inside of the enclave. Proof decryption and verification inside of an enclave on the designated router protects the confidentiality of user permissions that baseline WAVEMQ does not.

4. After the publish message is verified by the enclave, the message is routed to any subscribers that have subscribed to the namespace topic being published to.

5. The subscriber receives the publish message and accompanying proof. In Secure WAVEMQ, the subscriber must decrypt and verify the proof to validate the message. Once the proof is validated, the subscriber can decrypt and process the message contents.
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System Evaluation

In this section, we present several metrics of our implementation of Secure WAVEMQ. Our code contributions include a WAVE proof verification library implemented in C/C++ and a parent library that encapsulates this proof verification library using the Intel SGX SDK. These libraries can be found at https://github.com/ddreyer/wave-verify and https://github.com/ddreyer/wave-verify-sgx respectively. The WAVE proof verification library contains approximately 24k LoC (lines of code) in total. 20k of these LoC consist of third party libraries and auto generated code. The parent proof verification library using the Intel SGX SDK contains approximately 4k LoC. The modifications to the WAVE and WAVEMQ source code to interface with these libraries and support proof encryption/decryption involve approximately 200 LoC. We ran our evaluations on a machine with a 2 core SGX-enabled Intel Kaby Lake i7-7567U CPU with a 4MB cache and 16GB of RAM. We also note that although the Intel SGX SDK supports running applications in “simulation” mode, all of our evaluations are run in “hardware” mode on actual SGX-enabled hardware.

5.1 Microbenchmarks

In this section, we look at the overhead induced by Secure WAVEMQ as compared to WAVEMQ on the two main components of the pub/sub system that it affects: message formation in publishers and message verification in brokers and subscribers. Message formation involves building a proof of permissions, encrypting the proof and message contents, and creating a signature over the message. Message verification involves verifying the message signature followed by decrypting and validating the proof of permissions. We believe these are meaningful benchmarks of our system because they form the bulk functionality of the main publish and subscribe actions and are not impacted by deployment-specific factors such as hardware, network, number of publishers/subscribers etc. We specifically are interested in how various-sized WAVE proofs affect the performance of message formation and verification. Our evaluation consists of measuring the overhead of message formation and verification on several different scenarios while varying the accompanying WAVE proof’s
size. We varied proof size by adjusting the length of the chain of attestations in the proof. To do this, we created a chain of WAVE entities that all granted the same permission down the chain, with the last entity in the chain building a proof for this permission. The scenarios we evaluated include using encrypted/unencrypted proofs and verifying proofs using baseline WAVE (written in Golang [8]) versus our C/C++ verification library outside and inside an enclave. Although WAVEMQ does cache the results of proof building and verification for the duration of the proof’s validity, we are interested in evaluating the worst case, a cold cache miss.

Figure 5.1: Overhead of message formation and verification across various scenarios.
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Message Formation
In message formation, we are interested in the overhead that proof encryption would have on message publishers. In our evaluations, we measure the message formation process in baseline and Secure WAVEMQ without any message content to isolate the proof creation step. Note that in messages with message content, message formation overhead would expect to increase due to the need to encrypt the message content. From the results in Figures 5.1a, we see that encryption has minimal overhead and that the overhead is linear with respect to the number of attestations in the proof.

Message Verification
In message verification, we are interested in the overhead that proof decryption and validation have on message verifiers. Specifically, designated routers decrypt and validate proofs in Intel SGX, while subscribers decrypt and validate proofs using the baseline WAVE implementation. However, in our evaluation we include all possible in-between scenarios including unencrypted/encrypted proofs running on baseline WAVE and our C/C++ verification library running inside and outside an enclave. The results in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c confirm the linear relationship between the number of attestations in the proof and the time needed to verify for all setups. It also shows that there is a minimal fixed cost of running our verification code inside of an enclave, the cost per attestation is more or less the same, and that the overhead of proof decryption is minimal. Finally, we attribute our C/C++ proof verification library outperforming WAVE’s verification module to the superior performance of C/C++ when compared to Golang.

5.2 Functional Benchmarks
We next evaluate the two main actions that users of Secure WAVEMQ can invoke: publish and subscribe. We compare the time it takes to publish and subscribe from the perspective of the client between baseline WAVEMQ and Secure WAVEMQ. We use a very basic setup that involves one namespace giving permissions to one publisher and one subscriber. In our publish messages, we include no message payload such that there is no message content encryption overhead added in. Figure 5.2a shows the expected minimal overhead that proof encryption has in Secure WAVEMQ when there is a cache miss. Figure 5.2b shows the overhead of a publish action on a cache hit, which inherently makes the overhead of Secure WAVEMQ equivalent to baseline WAVEMQ since cache misses are infrequent. A cache miss occurs when there is not a valid proof built for a publish message for a given topic. WAVEMQ caches the results of proof formation for a given topic for the duration of the proof’s validity. Figure 5.2c shows the overhead of the subscribe action regardless of setup. The reason it is system independent is because the client receives a handle to a message stream on a subscribe RPC call rather than waiting for the result of the action.
Figure 5.2: Distributions of overhead of user publish and subscribe actions on our experimental setups.
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Conclusion

6.1 Future Work

A natural direction for this work in the future is exploring a confidential version of WAVEMQ, similar to other confidential pub/sub systems. Currently, the enclave running in the designated router only protects the confidentiality of WAVE proofs and the WAVEMQ authorization layer. Confidential WAVEMQ would entail running the whole WAVEMQ designated router in an enclave to protect the confidentiality of the subscriptions and publications themselves. We believe this is possible using a secure container framework such as SCONE, which currently supports compiling Golang inside of a trusted execution container. However, there are questions of performance and scalability when going in this direction, mainly due to enclave overhead and the heavy use of memory by WAVEMQ routers to store message queues. Enclave memory is limited, so the working set of a WAVEMQ designated router could cause significant overhead issues.

We also see investigating scaling WAVEMQ to larger deployments and possibly utilizing multiple designated routers to handle large WAVEMQ systems. We also see investigating the use of ECDSA remote attestation to remove the need to rely on Intel services for remote attestation. Finally, the vulnerability of Intel SGX to numerous side channel attacks could pose significant security concerns and limit the effectiveness of our system.

6.2 Final Remarks

In this thesis, we present the design and implementation of a secure message broker in a pub/sub system, Secure WAVEMQ, which features Intel SGX hardware enclaves deployed on message routers in the cloud. Secure WAVEMQ also leverages a state-of-the-art authorization system, WAVE, to create an in-band key sharing mechanism between publishers, subscribers, and routers. Our design overall looks to protect the authorization layer of Secure WAVEMQ from powerful attackers that may have uninhibited access to message routers in
the cloud. Finally, we show that our improvements incur a minimal overhead to all components of the system, making it suitable for large-scale deployment.

Our work, coupled with other related secure SGX-based pub/sub systems, highlights the security benefits that trusted hardware execution environments have on pub/sub communication. More generally, recent developments in trusted hardware execution environments securing applications in the cloud point to a movement of “migrating the cloud into the enclave”. Combined with innovations in other confidential computing techniques, we see our work as taking one step closer to building secure applications in the growing cloud ecosystem. With the growth of large-scale applications operating in secure environments, enterprises and users will feel more secure when computing on sensitive data in the cloud, further advancing the impact and benefit of cloud computing.
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